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GI visits Moortown GC in Leeds, to find bunker renovation

Back to the future

From their departure from Moortown Golf Club in 2004, along with the adjacent Moortown Golf Links, the Moortown Golf Club in Leeds has been subject to many changes. The work includes an extensive bunker realignment, new fairway and greens, and much more intricate and distinctive longer noses on bunkers explained Ken.

The results so far are stunning. The work coincided with the arrival of Course Manager, Steve Robinson, who has studied MacKenzie thoroughly - travelling far and wide to see courses, as have I, and we wanted to do something that the course would be proud of, he offered.

The razzmatazz which surrounds the Ryder Cup saga, the Moortown members decide to play a few holes with 13th fairway in the foreground and 9th and 11th Greens with Nursery at the back of the 9th tee, Aerial Shot of Green's Nursery at the back of the 9th and 11th Greens with 13th fairway in foreground with 13th fairway in the foreground. Inset above right: 1937: The Ryder Cup 1929, Scoreboard after the first day. It has expanded and the current Club has worked closely with architect Ken Moodie, a man who honed his skills in the UK and designing Augusta National. If, prior to settling down in front of the TV to watch the latest chapter in golfing aficcionados of the most recent playings of the course design. He has also worked thoroughly - travelling far and wide to see courses, as have I, and we wanted to do something that the course would be proud of, he offered. The results so far are stunning. The work coincided with the arrival of Course Manager, Steve Robinson, who has studied MacKenzie thoroughly - travelling far and wide to see courses, as have I, and we wanted to do something that the course would be proud of, he offered.
Back to the Future
Scott MacCallum discovers why the Moortown Golf Club in Leeds has returned to a course style that was created by Alistair MacKenzie, thanks to architect Ken Moodie.

25 Turf Fertiliser... A Question of Balance and Perspective
Dr Terry Mahbiet shares with grass and greenkeepers alike the elements and nutrients that are required for healthy turf.

30 Nematodes in Turf
Read closely as Graham Paul offers you a chance to collect some BASIS points and learn some information on Nematodes, and the damage that they could cause your turf.

34 Improving the Golfing Experience
Murray Long describes the transformation taking place at Wimbledon Park Golf Club as the first phase is completed, soon to be followed by the second, this October.

36 Rough Mowing to a High Standard
James de Havilland gives you a rough guide to rough mowers as he describes what you should look for in a revolutionised rough mower.

42 The Alchemist
David Greamshead tells you how you can change your grass seed mixture without necessarily having to change your mixture completely.
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